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Abstract
As research and services in the Mediterranean region continue to increase, so do
opportunities for global collaboration. To support such collaborations, the Alzheimer’s
Association was due to hold its seventh Alzheimer’s Association International Conference Satellite Symposium in Athens, Greece in 2021. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the meeting was held virtually, which enabled attendees from around the world
to hear about research efforts in Greece and the surrounding Mediterranean countries. Research updates spanned understanding the biology of, treatments for, and
care of people with Alzheimer’s disease (AD_ and other dementias. Researchers in the
Mediterranean region have outlined the local epidemiology of AD and dementia, and
have identified regional populations that may expedite genetic studies. Development
of biomarkers is expected to aid early and accurate diagnosis. Numerous efforts have
been made to develop culturally specific interventions to both reduce risk of dementia,
and to improve quality of life for people living with dementia.
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1

INTRODUCTION

and genetic risk factors, which makes it essential to understand the
local epidemiology in different parts of the world, and to promote

To find effective treatments for Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and other

regional research efforts. Since 2015, the Alzheimer’s Association

dementias, research must be conducted globally. Different populations

International Conference (AAIC) has hosted Satellite Symposia in dif-

experience diverse social determinants of health, and environmental

ferent regions around the globe to foster international collaborations
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geared toward prevention and treatment of AD and all dementias. For
2021, the AAIC Satellite Symposium was hosted by, but not in, Athens,

RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

Greece: the COVID-19 pandemic meant that this meeting was held vir1. Systematic review: With increases in Alzheimer’s dis-

tually over 2 days in May, and consisted of speakers from all over the

ease (AD) and related dementias projected to rise precip-

world, with a special focus on the Mediterranean region. The online

itously in low- and middle-income countries, it is essential

format allowed many more people to attend the meeting than an in-

to have region-specific research in these countries. With

person version, with >1500 registered attendees from 87 countries.

its mix of diverse populations and cultures, the Mediter-

AD and dementia are relatively common in the Mediterranean

ranean region warrants special attention.

region. One estimate finds a prevalence of AD of 6.9% in southern
Europe, which includes Spain, Italy, and Greece.1 In Greece, the preva-

2. Interpretation: AD research in the Mediterranean region

lence rate for dementia is 5%,2 and 75% of those cases are AD. Inci-

has a foothold in some countries, and is just getting under-

dence is high, at 19 cases per 1000

person-years.3

way in others. Strengthening and sharing research within

The age- and

the region will help identify new risk factors, as well as

sex-standardized prevalence of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) in

develop interventions and care approaches that are tai-

people aged 65 years and older in Greece is 13% according to the

lored to the needs and habits of the different populations

HELIAD study (Hellenic Longitudinal Investigation of Aging and Diet).4

there.

In response to this high prevalence, services for people with dementia

3. Future directions: Established research programs in

and their caregivers are taking root in Greece.

Mediterranean countries can foster new research com-

At the Athens symposium, scientists from several Mediterranean

munities in neighboring countries, as well as participa-

countries came together with other leaders in the field to focus

tion in global collaborations. This network approach to

on regional research efforts that could benefit all people with AD

AD research will help reduce health disparities and risk

and dementia within the region and around the world. Presentations

for everyone.

included epidemiological studies that suggest lifestyle factors contribute to risk, genetic clues from regional studies and specialized populations, biomarker development, approaches to tailoring interventions to be appropriate for a particular region, and the latest research
on how best to care for people living with dementia.

ogy in a population. Early studies in other countries show the feasibility of using low-cost, blood-based biomarkers for AD in a community
setting.12

2

EPIDEMIOLOGY

Robust prevalence and incidence studies have not been carried out

3

GENETICS

for all countries in the Mediterranean; however, extrapolating from
known estimates some important benchmarks have been established.

3.1

Regional studies

AD prevalence is highest in countries along the southern edge of the
Mediterranean Sea and in the Middle East, with Turkey as one of the
hotspots.5

Studies of regional populations can clarify the roles of suspected

Within Europe, dementia prevalence is higher in

genetic contributors to AD risk.13 For example, work from the Demen-

southern Europe than in northern Europe, yet the incidence rate is

tia Genetics Spanish Consortium (DEGESCO) has helped establish the

lower in the south.1 This suggests better survivorship in the Mediter-

tau-encoding MAPT gene as a true risk factor for dementia. Studies in

ranean, and a north–south gradient of incidence.6

this Spanish population further confirmed an association between a

world’s

Regional differences in AD prevalence and incidence highlight

rare variant called A152T in the MAPT gene and the risk of neurodegen-

potential risk factors. Lifestyle might help explain the variability: a

erative diseases,14 and explored its effect on the phenotype in a fam-

Mediterranean diet has been found to protect against

AD,7

and the

ily with frontotemporal dementia (FTD) from the Basque Country that

habit of taking a midday nap might also be a factor.8 The HELIAD study

cosegregated A152T with a rare GRN mutation.15 In addition, two stud-

in Greece also finds that a low level of education increases risk, as does

ies with the same cohort found that the H1 haplotype of MAPT confers

the Great Age study in southern Italy and the Neurocognitive Study for

risk for AD.14,16 This link was especially strong in people who do not

Several population-based stud-

carry the apolipoprotein E (APOE) ε4 risk allele. The clear signals from

ies from the Mediterranean areas show that there are risk factors for

these studies may have been aided by the genetic homogeneity of the

dementia that are linked to the Mediterranean lifestyle, including diet

Spanish population, plus the high prevalence of the protective H2 hap-

and metabolic risk factors. Such evidence stems from both the United

lotype found there.

the Aging (NEUROAGE) in

Cyprus.9,10

States and the Mediterranean areas.7,11

Genetic studies of FTD emerging from Turkey and Greece add evi-

With the advent of biologically based definitions of AD using

dence for involvement of some known risk genes, and some new. A

biomarkers, epidemiology may soon be able to shift from trying to delay

screen of 95 people with dementia in Turkey found that 5.4% car-

onset of clinical disease to finding ways to delay the onset of AD pathol-

ried a pathogenic mutation in known FTD risk genes (MAPT, GRN,

4
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and C9ORF72),17 whereas whole exome sequencing has pointed to
TREM mutation involvement in an FTD-like

syndrome.18

In Greek

ring between the ages of 40 and 65, early-onset AD has both genetic
forms and sporadic forms.

cohorts, C9ORF72 expansions are high among those with FTD,19

People with Down syndrome (DS) offer a unique opportunity to

and pathogenic mutations in the usual suspects, such as C9ORF72,

study genetically determined cases of early-onset AD. DS = is caused

GRN, MAPT, and PSEN1, are also found.20 In the latter screen, a

by an extra copy of chromosome 21, which results in overexpression of

novel mutation was found in VCP (valosin-containing protein), which

its genes, including the APP gene. An extra APP gene is both sufficient

has since been replicated in a recent

study.21

VCP can act to disag-

(in the general population) and necessary (in DS) to develop early-onset

gregate tau, and the mutation impairs this ability. Also, the finding

AD dementia. As life expectancy increases for people with DS, this

that the TARDBP p.I383V mutation was found in 3.5% of the Greek

has revealed that >90% of individuals with DS will develop dementia

FTD population suggests that it is likely pathogenic.22 An interesting

in the seventh decade.26 The Down Alzheimer Barcelona Neuroimag-

international study comparing cohorts to FTD patients with known

ing Initiative (DABNI) studies this growing population. Neuropsycho-

mutations, including the Mediterranean area, has also been published

logical tests can isolate cognitive changes associated with early and

recently.23

later stages of AD from the intellectual disability associated with DS.27

Within a region, studies of ethnic differences in dementia may hold

Brain pathology in people with DS also resembles that described in

clues because any differences found against a backdrop of shared envi-

AD,28 as do changes in diverse biomarkers.29 A recent study found

ronment may be ascribed to a narrower range of factors that distin-

that plasma levels of the neurofilament light chain (NfL) biomarker in

guish ethnicities, such as genetic background, lifestyle, or socioeco-

DS had both diagnostic30 and prognostic use in DS.31 The prolonged

nomic status. For example, the prevalence of AD among Arabs in Israel

and well-characterized preclinical phase of AD found in people with DS

is four times higher than for persons from Jewish heritage,24

and once

provides an opportunity for prevention and treatment trials, and sev-

Arabs seek care at a dementia clinic, their cognitive impairment already

eral consortia have assembled to study this population, and any insights

affects their functional abilities, more so than for Jews.25 This finding

from these studies may well translate to the broader AD population.

may reflect ethnic differences in awareness about dementia, attitudes

Similar to those with DS, people with dominantly inherited genetic

toward dementia, accessibility to clinics, or risk factors at play. Regard-

forms of AD offer a prolonged look at the years preceding disease

less of the uncertainty as to why, the finding provides an important

onset. Though making up less than 1% of AD cases, these are impor-

benchmark around which health-care services and interventions may

tant leads to AD pathology, as they are caused by single point mutations

be planned to reduce disparities.

in genes involved in APP processing, usually to the PSEN1 gene. Fif-

A recent study of an extended Arab family in Israel has revealed

teen years ago, the Dominantly Inherited Alzheimer Network (DIAN)

a genetic signal related to early-onset AD related to a structural

was established to create an international network of sites, some in

rearrangement involving duplication of the gene encoding amyloid

the Mediterranean, to find and systematically study these rare cases.

precursor protein (APP). People carrying these duplications develop

Longitudinal evaluations of enrollees in the DIAN Observational Study

signs of dementia or intracerebral hemorrhages in their 40s; asymp-

have elucidated a stereotyped progression of change that begins with

tomatic carriers have microbleeds, and lower scores on some cognitive

amyloid deposition as early as two decades before disease onset, fol-

evaluations.

lowed by brain hypometabolism, atrophy, then tau deposition that

The above studies suggest that more research on underrepresented

coincides with disease onset.32 This study can also incorporate new

populations is required for a better understanding of genetic contribu-

biomarkers, such as plasma levels of NfL, which they found tracks with

tion to AD. Differing frequency of variants, co-gene expression, poly-

symptom onset.33

genic risk scores, and gene–environment interactions are part of a

With a clear picture of these biomarker and brain changes afforded

research agenda that will benefit from more global and diverse stud-

by its observational study, DIAN has developed a trial platform (DIAN-

ies. In addition, identification of causative genetic variants in Mediter-

TU) to test multiple drugs that can be delivered closer to the time

ranean FTD cohorts, including the ones found in the C9orf72, TARDBP,

a particular pathology is underway. A recent Phase 2/3 trial of an

GRN, and VCP genes, provides valuable insights in the genetic epidemi-

amyloid beta (Aβ) immunotherapy had a profound effect on dis-

ology of dementia in the region. Beyond that, each of these genetic vari-

ease biomarkers, but not cognition (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/

ants offers the opportunity to a better understanding of the pathophys-

NCT01760005).34

iology of FTD and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, which form part of the

Of early-onset cases of AD, only 6% are due to autosomal domi-

same spectrum. These advances could pave the way for targeted treat-

nant genetic mutations. The remainder, which consists of familial and

ment approaches soon.

sporadic cases, has not been systematically studied. To rectify this, the
Longitudinal Early-Onset AD Study (LEAD) was launched to characterize early-onset AD, and to establish a network of centers in the United

3.2
Sporadic and genetically determined
early-onset AD

States to provide a cohort ready for intervention studies.35 Study participants are extensively evaluated for 4 years, and initial results suggest that early-onset AD has a similar frequency of APOE ε4 alleles as

Early-onset AD offers an opportunity to find risk factors that may differ

late-onset ones. Yet, early-onset AD displays more severe brain atro-

from those that operate in later development of AD. Defined as occur-

phy and tau deposition than other forms of early-onset dementia.

5
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4

BIOMARKERS: PROGRESS AND POTENTIAL

5
ADDRESSING CHALLENGING BEHAVIORS IN
COGNITIVE IMPAIRMENT AND DEMENTIA

Biomarkers can provide a window to changes in the brain prior to the
development of cognitive symptoms; they can also assess disease pro-

As the COVID-19 pandemic disrupted life worldwide, nursing homes

gression. Biomarkers can be obtained from cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)

faced not only illness, but changed behaviors from their residents.

or blood, and include AD-related markers such as Aβ and tau, markers

Surveys of nursing home practitioners in the Netherlands noted both

of axonal injury like NfL, and indices of synaptic (neurogranin) or glial

increases and decreases in challenging behaviors in their residents,42

(YK140) health.

and a second (unpublished) survey suggested that this depended on

These diverse biomarkers are biologically interconnected, accord-

the resident: those without dementia showed an increase in challeng-

ing to results from the Spanish ALFA+ (Alzheimer’s and Families) lon-

ing behaviors, whereas those with psychotic and agitated behavior had

gitudinal cohort. ALFA has assessed and tracked nearly 3000 middle-

decreases. These might be related to the decrease in stimulation dur-

aged people who are offspring of people with AD, and so at higher risk

ing pandemic lockdowns, as Dutch nursing homes went 2 months with-

of developing AD.36 A recent multimodal biomarker study performed

out visitors. Finding ways to increase tranquility in the nursing home

in a nested group from this cohort finds that multiple CSF biomarkers

environment—by limiting the presence of suppliers, providing care to

change very early on, prior to any cognitive impairment and already in

residents in their own room, and possibly limiting visits in the living

participants with low burden of Aβ pathology.37 Their levels are low

rooms—might have benefits for all residents.

compared to levels found in AD, but they are sufficient to discern patchange.37

A lack of guidance for managing challenging behavior complicates

Changes in Aβ presaged other biomarker changes:

the care of people with dementia. One intervention called the Targeted

once an individual became Aβ positive, as determined in CSF, multi-

Interdisciplinary Model for Evaluation and Treatment of Neuropsychi-

ple biomarkers abruptly began to rise, including phosphorylated tau (p-

atric Symptoms (TIME) approaches problem behavior with a three-

tau), total tau (t-tau), and neurogranin. Some age-dependent changes

stage plan that involves a full assessment of the person, case confer-

were sensitive to Aβ status, too: p-tau increased with age only in peo-

ences in which interdisciplinary staff create a shared understanding of

ple who were Aβ positive. These early changes, even before a person

the behavior, and formulation of a treatment plan that is enacted and

has an appreciable Aβ burden, suggest that interventions will need to

systematically evaluated. Following this intervention can reduce agita-

be very early.

tion and aggression, as well as symptoms of depression, delusions, and

terns of

Understanding how biomarkers vary in people with MCI could

disinhibition.43 Important aspects of this intervention include its inter-

help discern who will progress to dementia and who will not. It

disciplinary nature, flexibility, ease of implementation, and its reliance

is harder to know which biomarkers give the most information. A

on staff to problem-solve.44

recent study built a biomarker-based prognostic model based on data

Psychotropic drug use is high in nursing homes, despite frequent

from multiple European and North American cohorts of people with

side effects and limited usefulness. A review of 11 studies showed

MCI. The study found that CSF biomarkers that indexed amyloid,

that psychosocial interventions could reduce psychotropic drug use

tau, and neurodegeneration had the best performance in predicting

in nursing homes. Interventions targeting care staff and aiming to

risk.38

change the culture surrounding medication use were the most success-

Electroencephalography (EEG) provides a useful, if overlooked,

ful, but involving the prescribing physician in the intervention was also

measure of brain activity that could provide AD biomarkers. Non-

important.45 Ultimately, the goal is to achieve drug prescriptions only

invasive and economical, EEG approaches have been explored for a

when truly indicated.

variety of uses, including early diagnosis, differential diagnosis, to predict conversion to AD, and to track disease progression. One method is
resting state EEG, which can pick up signals associated with neurodegeneration in MCI and AD.39 Applying machine learning algorithms to

6
REDUCING RISK: TAILORING INTERVENTIONS
FOR REGIONAL POPULATIONS

EEG data may help discriminate AD and MCI from cognitively unimpaired individuals.40 Event-related potentials (ERPs), which measure

To maximize the impact of interventions aimed at mitigating risk fac-

a brain’s response to a stimulus or task, can measure the function-

tors for AD and dementia, it is important to offer practical approaches

ing of the relevant brain networks. Finally, event-related oscillations

that fit with the needs and habits of a particular population. There is

can be parsed for cognition-specific insights. For example, amnestic

no shortage of ideas for potential interventions, and researchers in the

MCI is marked by changes to visual cognitive networks, but not visual

Mediterranean region are pursuing some that address sensory loss,

sensory

networks.41

Multi-feature computational approaches of mul-

diet, sleep, physical activity, and education about brain health. For max-

timodal EEG signals (ERP, oscillations, source analysis, functional con-

imum effect, however, each one will have to be tailored to a population,

nectivity, spatiotemporal decoding) can be combined with progressive

whether in the Mediterranean or beyond. Each risk factor may be inde-

feature elimination to obtain the best multilevel combined predictors

pendent, and so may have additive benefits. They are also interrelated,

of EEG for dementia characterization.

in that targeting one can tip off a cascade of benefits in other domains.

6
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For interventions that encourage healthy lifestyles, it is important to

and community engagement for older adults contributing to their men-

identify trusted community leaders who can model behavior, and pro-

tal health too.55 The Retirement in Action (REACT) trial aimed to

mote perceptions of what older people can do.

establish whether a community-based active aging intervention could

Hearing and vision impairments are highly prevalent in demen-

prevent decline in physical functioning in UK older adults already at

tia, and together these worsen quality of life, often resulting in less

increased risk of mobility limitations.56 The intervention consisted of

social activity and increased isolation. In Cyprus, the longitudinal NEU-

a multimodal exercise program delivered in 64 group sessions over 12

ROAGE study finds that though about 40% of older participants report

months, including aerobic exercise, strength training, balance and flex-

hearing problems, only 23% of those have sought hearing correction.46

ibility exercises, and a health behavioral maintenance program aiming

Five years later, those who had reported subjective hearing loss per-

to support the maintenance of lifestyle changes in the long term. Seven

formed significantly lower than those without hearing loss. This is

hundred seventy-seven people over the age of 65 with mobility limita-

in contrast to the longitudinal cohort analyses of NEUROAGE which

tions (classified as frail or pre-frail) participated in the study.56,57 The

demonstrated cognitive stability in a 5-year period for the cognitively

REACT intervention was both effective and cost-effective. The differ-

healthy cohort.10 To see if sensory interventions might help with qual-

ence in mobility between intervention and control participants was sta-

ity of life, a multi-national study SENSE-Cog (www.sense-cog.eu), has

tistically significant and clinically meaningful at 6, 12, and 24 months

been recruiting people in Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, France, and the

(that is, 12 months after the completion of the intervention).57 For

United Kingdom for a definitive pragmatic trial of hearing and vision

older adults at risk of mobility limitations, the REACT intervention pre-

rehabilitation for people living with dementia at home. A key element

vented decline in physical function over a 24-month period. The results

of the intervention is the involvement of a sensory support therapist

indicate that the well-established trajectory of declining physical func-

working with the participant and their care partner to foster uptake

tioning in older age is modifiable.

and adherence of hearing aids and glasses. Preliminary analyses show

Next steps involve adapting and tailoring the program for implemen-

that this approach is feasible for these populations, and has a positive

tation in Greece and other European countries, which would build upon

impact on quality of life.47

the positive effects of a combined cognitive and physical training pro-

Many studies have looked for a link between nutrition and dementia, but results have been

inconsistent.48

gram that has been tested in Greece.58

This may be because many

Many people are not aware there are steps they can take to

have looked at isolated food groups or nutrients, whereas a whole

safeguard their brain health. In France, an educational series called

dietary pattern may be what matters. A hint of this has come from

“My Brain Robbie” (https://mybrainrobbie.org/) has been developed to

studies of the Mediterranean diet, which is marked by consumption

teach school children about neuroprotective factors such as education,

of olive oil, legumes, fruits and vegetables, fish, some dairy, and low

physical activity, preventing traumatic brain injury, a healthy diet, and

amounts of meat. The Mediterranean diet has since been associated

the danger of tobacco, drug, and alcohol use. The program is delivered

with better survival and has been studied in cancer and cardiovascu-

by medical students, who themselves learned that they could modify

lar disease. More recently, it has been associated with protection from

their own dementia risk.

dementia. Recent randomized controlled trials and observational epidemiological studies have found beneficial associations between this
diet and cognition in the Mediterranean region itself, with one in Spain
(PREDIMED),49 and another in Greece (HELIAD).7,50

7
CHALLENGES IN DEMENTIA CARE: REGIONAL
POLICIES AND INITIATIVES

Sleep disturbances are prevalent in dementia, and include REM
sleep behavior disorder, altered sleep–wake rhythms, periodic limb

While treatments are under development, many things can be done

movements, and insomnia. These have been associated with cognitive

now to support people with dementia. There is no one-size-fits-all solu-

decline, and in the case of REM sleep behavior disorder, in which a per-

tion, however; support programs should be tailored to a particular

son acts out their dreams, precedes cognitive decline by several years.

population’s needs, habits, infrastructure, and culture. When deployed

Associations with cognition, as well as with markers of AD pathology,

effectively, they can make a difference for quality of life. Sharing

suggest a bi-directional relationship between sleep and dementia, and

insights about dementia care in different parts of the world can illumi-

that improving sleep might reduce risk of dementia. Studies of contin-

nate some of the important ingredients for effective care practice.

uous positive airway pressure (CPAP) machines to treat sleep apnea

Without medications to treat cognitive impairment, non-

show some benefit, including a delay in MCI onset,51 and a slow wave

pharmaceutical interventions have been developed to improve

sleep enhancer called trazodone slowed cognitive decline.52 An ongo-

quality of life for those with dementia. In Greece, cognitive stimulation,

ing study in Greece finds that cognitive behavioral therapy approaches

rehabilitation, and training programs are delivered in day centers.59

to treat insomnia in people with MCI can improve sleep, and cognitive

One study found that 3 years of following a cognitive and physical

outcomes will be examined in the future.

training intervention seemed to reduce the number of people with

Epidemiological studies stress the protective role of a physically
dementia53

MCI who progressed to dementia.60

and interventional studies

New technologies are emerging quickly, and can take on multiple

indicate a positive effect on neuropsychiatric symptoms.54 Mainte-

roles; for example, a cognitive training application based on a vir-

nance of mobility facilitates opportunities for more social interaction

tual shopping task not only strengthens memory, planning, and other

active lifestyle in preventing

7
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cognitive skills, but can also be used to screen for MCI.61,62 The Virtual

iments with a driving simulator (www.nrso.ntua.gr/driverbrain)71 in

Supermarket (VSM) test is multilingual and fully self-administered in

Greece found that among older people who still had a driver’s license

its latest iteration.63 Performance oin the VSM has been shown to cor-

and who drove regularly, those with MCI or AD slowed their driving

relate with brain activation as measured by a portable EEG device.64

and left a larger space between themselves and the car ahead. Despite

Studies have validated the diagnostic utility of the Turkish version of

these compensations, these drivers still had slower reaction times and

the VSM for detecting amnestic MCI65 and MCI due to small vessel

increased accident probability. Nevertheless, self-awareness of driving

disease.66

The Arabic version of the VSM is currently being tested in

ability was found to be compromised even in patients with MCI.72 Dis-

Egypt. At the same time, the first assessment of attitudes of Greek

traction is also a factor, with accident probability increasing sharply for

nurses toward computerized dementia screening indicates that nurses

people with MCI when a mobile phone is in the simulation.73 In addi-

are willing to use these tools in their everyday practice and to facilitate

tion, a greater negative impact of depressive symptoms in driving was

their integration in the public health-care

system.67,68

A systematic

found in drivers with MCI than in cognitively healthy older drivers.74

cognitive rehabilitation program, the Categorization Program (CP), has

With a growing older adult population, Egypt began to develop geri-

been found effective in helping older adults without dementia improve

atric medicine services more than 40 years ago,75 including a new geri-

cognitive abilities. The program targets thought organization, working

atric hospital that opened in 2018, and a new cognitive training lab

memory, and executive functioning and it is based on cognitive theory

at Ain Shams University Specialized Hospital, which aims to provide

and neurorehabilitation principles. Preliminary findings with partici-

cognitive training interventions.76 The cognitive training lab protocols

pants with MCI indicate that the program is feasible and results in cog-

were designed in conjunction with a Greek consortium, but adapted for

nitive improvement. Currently, clinical trials are underway with the CP

the Arabic population. So far, Arabic versions of standardized cogni-

in Cyprus. A new neuropsychological battery called R4Alz developed

tive training tools have been developed and validated, and >20 Egyp-

in Greece can measure cognition for people of all education levels, and

tian professionals have been educated to set up cognitive training ser-

differentiate between subjective cognitive impairment, MCI, dementia,

vices with successful completion of the first feasibility study of cogni-

and healthy aging.69

tive training exercises for Egyptian adults in 2020.77

In Greece, it is estimated that 5% of people 65 years and older have
dementia.2 This amounts to 200,000 people, and 89% of these are
cared for at home. The annual cost of dementia amounts to about 3 bil-
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lion euros. Until recently there were few dementia services in Greece,
but in 2018 Greece began to implement a national action plan for

Research on the biology, epidemiology, diagnosis, treatment, and care

dementia. Today, there are 21 day-care facilities and 31 memory clin-

for people with AD and other dementias in the Mediterranean region is

ics around the country, but a national dementia registry is still lacking,

growing. The region serves as a nexus of collaboration, with established

and more coordination between care and services is needed. Funding is

centers in the Mediterranean working with AD leaders elsewhere in

the main challenge.

the world and fostering the nascent programs in the region. These col-

AD advocacy organizations in Greece have also geared their activ-

laborations will be essential for understanding the complex etiology of

ities toward caregivers, providing training programs, legal and finan-

AD in the region, for meeting the increased need for dementia care

cial advice, counseling, in-home care activities, and a dementia help-

there, and for tailoring interventions to the region’s diverse and cul-

line. Furthermore, in Greece, initiatives have been performed to pro-

turally rich populations within the Mediterranean. Insights about AD

mote “Dementia Friendly Communities” (https://www.actondementia.

made in this unique place may well translate worldwide.

eu). During the pandemic, the Athens Alzheimer’s Association fielded
thousands of phone calls, online consultations, and interventions for
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